
Acknowledged, 

This, the _____th Day of _______________, 

in the accepted “Earth Calendar Year” of 2021 

 between the Officers and Crew of Sampling Ship 27

and a Primate Humanoid Resident, of the Planet,  

OP-327 known locally, as “Earth” and identified  on the 

Accompanying “Signature” sheet.   
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Legal and Binding “Visitation, No! No! Don’t Tell! Agreement”! 

I understand, that for safety and legal reasons, all information about anyone who seeks or has  
received the products or services of Sampling Ship 27, must be kept secret.  This especially includes any  
equipment within the Engineering, Tele-Transportation, Communication and Command Bridge spaces. 

This agreement also includes the identity of beings who seek services.  Their species, planet and 
system of origin, types of service received, and location of where services may have been obtained.  Any  
and all information that could possibly identify the individual MUST be held in strictest confidence and  is 
never to be shared with any being, species, or entity, including all institutions, private or public,  regardless 
of monetary inducement. 

I further agree to maintain the confidentiality of those beings I meet, while onboard  
Sampling Ship 27.  Including the identities, physical description or personal details, I may uncover, of any 
officers, crew, volunteers or other “abductees” I may encounter  This especially includes the personality 
known as “Elvis”, who is quite content to be away from the “madness of fame”.  Thank you, very much.

Additionally, because of significant security issues, I understand my point of “abduction” must
remain secret and never disclosed to any Primate Resident of Planet OP 327, known locally as “Earth”. 

I openly acknowledge my understanding, that my “secure confidentiality obligation” is on-going  
and cannot be rescinded until such time as I have been declared legally deceased and a period of  seventy 
(70) Earth years has passed. 

I fully and freely swear and affirm to abide by the above “secure confidentiality obligation” listed 
instructions and understand that failure to respect these directions will result in my next  “abduction” being
far less pleasant and may result in “electronic attitude adjustment” *sticks being used to remind me of the 
seriousness of this agreement and ensure my compliance, or, in some  instances, permanent diarrhea. 

Visitor/Abductee Signature:  _____________________________________________

Visitor/Abductee Printed Name:  __________________________________________
                                                                                                                                                                          Dated on Page 1 of 2 

*Cattle Prods 
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